
Welcome to the Sentara Quality Care Network (or SQCN,

pronounced “sequin”)

From Grayling Yarbrough, VP, Population Health, Sentara Healthcare

Welcome to the �rst edition of the SQCN

Newsletter, Healthy Tips: Your Heart. You are

getting this newsletter because your primary

care provider (PCP) is a partner within our

network. This monthly series seeks to inform

and educate you on ways to improve your

health and engage with your SQCN PCP and

care manager. Together, we will help you

become a healthier you. 

At SQCN, coordinating your care to create a seamless and simple experience

is our top priority. Best of all, it is free to you just for choosing a PCP in

our network! We hope that you �nd the information, tips, and contact

points from our excellent team of care managers to be bene�cial in your

journey to better health. You can learn more about our customizable, no-

cost services here. We look forward to serving you!

It's Heart Month

How many U.S. adults have hypertension?

1 in 2     

1 in 3   

1 in 5   

1 in 10

Web Version
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It may be more than you think. Find the answer in the story below.

Heart Health and Hypertension

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), close

to 1 in 2 adults have high blood pressure (47%). About 1 in 5 don't know it.

It’s normal for your blood pressure to go up and down during the day, but

not to stay high. If it stays mostly high (130/80+), it’s called hypertension.

This can put you at risk for heart disease and stroke. 

If you have risk factors—including diabetes—talk with your provider to see if

you are a candidate for treatment. Even if you don’t feel bad, untreated

hypertension can damage your heart, brain, and kidneys. Here are some

questions you can ask your doctor:

Should I check my blood pressure regularly at home?

Do I need to modify my diet?

How often should I exercise?

Will medication help?

Here is a handy chart from the CDC to keep track of your info.

Hypertension and Children

High blood pressure isn’t as common in kids. Still, blood pressure should be

checked starting at age 3. The best way to keep your child’s blood pressure

healthy is to:

Serve nutritious foods, low in salt.

Have water available, limit juice.

Make sure there is daily exercise.

Keep your child at a healthy weight.

You can check your child’s body mass index (BMI) here. Contact your

family doctor or pediatrician with any concerns.

How to Check Blood Pressure at Home

https://click.sentarahealth.com/?qs=88b20adbde6d9e4d6a2c1cfa55f74dd42779ba28c368e6f8287eccc7e12fb129c2eacbb235573c35c8feac083210b37fb260803b0049af41
https://click.sentarahealth.com/?qs=88b20adbde6d9e4d805b75b79c95f0355d82a4c1492283a5ab31b2f7225111dd95d83e33381a77c536380cd08e1d32159d3fcdd129d28fd4


Yes, there is a right and

wrong way to check your

blood pressure.

See the graphic to the right.

This is the correct way to take

a reading at home for you or

a loved one.

Use a blood pressure log to

keep track of the numbers.

This will help you and your

doctor.

[Source: Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention.

(2021). High Blood Pressure.

www.cdc.gov/bloodpressure.]

Ask Your Pharmacist: Heart Medications

You may be on medications that can help your heart. It is important to take

as prescribed as they can:

Improve your blood pressure.

Lower your cholesterol. 

Bene�t your kidneys. 

Reduce your risk for cardiac events (for example, a stroke or heart

attack).

It is important to take these medications every day, even if you feel well. If

you experience side e�ects let your doctor know. They can make changes

that will help. Many of the medications used for blood pressure and

cholesterol are available as a generic. This provides great health bene�ts but

at a much lower cost. Your doctor can help you decide which medications

are best for you. Your health plan also o�ers a mail order service.

Care Corner: Diabetes and Your Heart

Do you have diabetes? Having diabetes can cause many issues, including

problems with your heart. You are more than twice as likely to have heart

disease than a person without it. This is due to high blood sugar causing

damage to nerves and blood vessels.

https://click.sentarahealth.com/?qs=88b20adbde6d9e4d5e89b85e4a9bac57be31d68b03f71cea3ca2e9baa4877f0957cba05e6195533e422dc91518bb2e45a38920417a5e46e9


Download our "Diabetes and Your Heart" tip sheet for more info.

We have a care management team ready to help you with:

Learning what a�ects glucose control.

Options including meds and glucose monitoring.

Bene�ts for continuous glucose monitoring (CGMs).

Eating and exercise.

Lowering risk for problems.

If you are interested in learning more or getting started, please contact Julie

Pierantoni, MSN, RN, CDCES, Certi�ed Diabetes Care and Education

Specialist at 434-532-9792 or japieran@sentara.com. 

Questions? Contact the SQCN Team:

757-455-7330  |  SQCN@sentara.com
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